
The news of the shooting of the husband and son of Esther Salas, the judge recently assigned to oversee
the Jeffrey Epstein – Deutsche Bank case, caused shock and confusion while also bringing renewed
scrutiny to the Epstein scandal just a week after Epstein’s main co-conspirator, Ghislaine Maxwell, was
denied bail in a separate case. 

The case Salas is set to oversee is a class action lawsuit brought by Deutsche Bank investors who allege
that Deutsche Bank “failed to properly monitor customers that the Bank itself deemed to be high risk,
including, among others, the convicted sex offender Jeffrey Epstein.” The case came after the New York
state Department of Financial Services had settled with Deutsche Bank over the bank’s failure to cut ties
with Epstein-linked accounts, resulting in Deutsche Bank paying a $150 million fine. Deutsche Bank,
unlike other financial institutions, failed to close all of its accounts linked to Epstein until less than a
month prior to his arrest last year, even though the bank had identified him as “high risk” yearsbefore.

Alleged Salas Family Assailant Previously Worked for
US/Israeli Intelligence-Linked Firm
The alleged gunmen who killed the son of Esther Salas, the judge recently assigned to the Epstein-Deutsche
Bank case, worked for a company of corporate spies and mercenaries with ties to intelligence and also to
Deutsche Bank.
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Beyond the tragedy of Sunday’s shooting, which claimed the life of Salas’ only child, the quick
discovery of the death of the main suspect, Roy Den Hollander, of a “self-inflicted” gunshot to the head
before he could be arrested or questioned by authorities has led to speculation that there is more to the
official narrative of the crime than meets the eye.

With law enforcement sources now claiming that Esther Salas was not the intended target of the attack
and some media reports now suggesting that Den Hollander’s motive was related to his dislike of
feminism, it appears there are efforts underway to distance Sunday’s tragic shooting from Salas’ recent
assignment to the Epstein case, which occurred just four days before the tragic shooting. 

The most likely reason for any such “damage control” effort lies in the fact that both U.S. law
enforcement investigations and mainstream media reports have consistently downplayed the connections
of Jeffrey Epstein’s sexual trafficking and financial crimes to intelligence agencies in the U.S. and Israel.
Similarly, Roy Den Hollander previously worked for a New York firm has been described as a “private
CIA” with ties to those countries’ intelligence agencies and, also, ties to Deutsche Bank.

A Private CIA
According to his website, Den Hollander once worked for Kroll Associates Moscow Office, where he
“managed and upgraded Kroll’s delivery of intelligence and security in the former Soviet Union” from
1999 to 2000. A few years prior, Kroll had won a considerable bid from the Russian government to locate
money allegedly “spirited out of the country by the directors of state enterprises when they realized that
privatization was inevitable.” The Kroll executives in charge of the Russian portfolio prior to Den
Hollander were E. Norbett Garrett, a former CIA station chief in Cairo and Kuwait, and Joseph Rosetti,
former chief of security for IBM. During that period and prior to his hiring at Kroll, Den Hollender
worked as a lawyer in Russia regarding “legal and business issues, including international financing and
marketing” and married a Russian woman he met during his time there that he subsequently claimed was
part of the “Russian mafia.”

Founded by Jules Kroll in 1972, Kroll Associates would later become known as the “CIA of Wall Street”
and “Wall Street’s Private Eye” and was alleged to be an actual front for the CIA by French intelligence
agencies, according to theWashington Post. Part of the reason for this nickname, which was once a
boasting point for top Kroll executives, owes to the fact that the firm frequently hired former CIA and
FBI officers, as well as former members of MI6 and Mossad. K2 Intelligence, the successor to Kroll
Associates founded by Jules Kroll and his son Jeremy in 2009, has similar hiring practices, counting
former FBI and NSA officials among its ranks alongside former high-ranking members of the Israel
Defense Forces (IDF) and Shin Bet, Israel’s domestic intelligence agency. Kroll also boasted ties to the
Bush family, with Jonathan Bush (George Bush Sr.’s brother) serving on its corporate advisory board, and
Kroll was also employed by Bill Clinton’s first presidential campaign.

Though it is mainly involved in corporate security and investigations, Kroll has also frequently
investigated targets of Washington foreign policy, including Saddam Hussein, and was also the company
tapped to “reorganize” Enron in 2002. Kroll Associates also has long been a subject of scrutiny for those
that question the official narrative on the attacks of September 11, 2001, given that the company was put
in charge of security for the World Trade Center complex from 1993 bombing up through the 2001
attacks and has no shortage of ties to companies and individuals that profited from the attacks. Kroll itself
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experienced a “surge in business” following the events of 9/11, a day when its top executives all avoided
going to work despite ostensibly providing security for the complex. 

A similar “surge in business” for Kroll followed the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq after the company’s
investigations into Saddam Hussein’s and the Bath Party’s finances had been used as partial justification
for the military incursion. Kroll became a major provider of mercenaries along with companies like
Blackwater and DynCorp to the U.S. invasion and subsequent occupation through its subsidiary Kroll
Security International. Its clients included the United States Agency for International Development
(USAID), which has long fronted for the CIA, and also provided mercenaries for the war in Afghanistan.

Kroll executives over the years have commented to the press on their reputation as a “private CIA” and
have also noted the advantages of being a “private” as opposed to “public” intelligence agency. For
instance, E. Norbett Garrett, the former CIA official turned Kroll executive, told The New Yorker in 2009
the following:

“Garrett explained the disparity between what Kroll could do and what the C.I.A. could in a place like
Sudan. “They have to rely on public and covert sources,” he said. “But we can go straight to Salah Idris.
He’s our client, after all. We can go straight to his friends. We can be manipulated, of course, shown
incomplete information, and sometimes we have to walk away from a case if we don’t trust somebody. But
we definitely have some advantages.”

Kroll Associates and the Epstein Network
Aside from Kroll Associates’ own role as a private intelligence firm, it is also worth pointing out that
Jules Kroll had an odd meeting with Robert Maxwell, Ghislaine Maxwell’s father, shortly before his
death, alleged by most Maxwell biographers and his family to have been a homicide. Roughly two weeks
before his death, Kroll met with Maxwell at New York’s Helmsley Palace Hotel. According to a 1992
article in Vanity Fair, “Maxwell had ushered Kroll and two other men out onto the patio so that their
conversation could not be overheard or bugged,” with Maxwell allegedly seeking to hire Kroll to uncover
“people out to get him, to destroy his empire, to cripple him financially, and to destroy his life and
business in any way they could.” 

The article further notes that “the meeting broke up with Maxwell’s promising that he would send Kroll
what he called “a memorandum of suspicions and unexplained events.” “Maxwell was working on this
compendium,” said the  [anonymous] participant [in the meeting], “when he met his death.” Kroll
Associates was never formally hired.”

Much more recently Kroll came under scrutiny after being hired by disgraced media mogul Harvey
Weinstein alongside the “private Mossad for hire” firm Black Cube. Weinstein had been instructed to
hire Black Cube by Ehud Barak, the former Israeli military intelligence head and Israeli Prime Minister
with close ties to Jeffrey Epstein and a frequent visitor of Epstein’s residences. Weinstein hired Kroll to
harass and cyberstalk women who had accused him of sexual assault. Weinstein was a one-time business
partner of Jeffrey Epstein’s and the testimony of Epstein victim Maria Farmer strongly implies that
Ghislaine Maxwell and Epstein “shared” women, and potentially underage girls, with the film
producer. The Daily Beast later reported that Epstein had used his ties to Weinstein to impress and recruit
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potential victims and at least one of those victims landed a role in a film produced by a Weinstein-owned
company due to Epstein’s ties to Weinstein.

In addition, Kroll’s long-time executive Vice President for Operations, James Bucknam, was
previously chief adviser to former FBI director Louis Freeh and is now CEO of the Freeh Group. Freeh
has since become notorious for having been hired by Epstein associate, lawyer Alan Dershowitz, to
“investigate” the Epstein scandal, and was also involved in the cover-up of the Penn State child
molestation and abuse scandal. Freeh was also director of the FBI when the Bureau declined to
investigate accusations regarding Leslie Wexner, Ghislaine Maxwell and Jeffrey Epstein and their
involvement in the sex trafficking of minors, first reported to the FBI in 1996 by Maria Farmer.

The Kroll – Deutsche Bank “Revolving
Door”
After “retiring” from Kroll associates, Jules Kroll created a credit-rating agency, a field he had called just
years earlier “a heck of a racket.” Named the Kroll Bond Rating Agency (KBRA), the firm was
envisioned by Kroll as a “credit-rating agency on steroids,” but has failed to make a dent in the market
shares of the so-called “Big Three” credit-rating agencies: Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s Investors Service,
and Fitch Ratings. 

Though it hasn’t managed to become a dominant force in credit ratings, KBRA has managed to be
profitable and to have produced something of a “revolving door” between its senior management and
Deutsche Bank executives. For instance, KBRA’s top executive in Europe, Mauricio Noé, had previously
been a Managing Director of Deutsche Bank’s London branch. In another example, Vice President for
Credit Structuring at Deutsche Bank in New York, Ian Ross, was previously employed by KBRA and Yee
Cent Wong, managing director of KBRA for CMBS, was previously Vice President of the Credit
Solutions Group at Deutsche Bank Securities. Another managing director of KBRA, Bill Baneky, had
previously served as Deutsche Bank’s Vice President and National Relationship Manager. One of KBRA’s
senior managing directors, Rosemary Kelley, is also a former Deutsche Bank Vice President, while
another, Ken Kockenmeister, was Deutsche Bank’s Director for Large Loan Securitization and
Underwriting.

While they may not be the “biggest” credit-rating agency, KBRA analysts and executives frequently
speak to media outlets where they comment on the state of various businesses, Deutsche Bank among
them. Given the amount of overlap between Deutsche Bank and KBRA, it is unsurprising that KBRA has
lobbied in the press on Deutsche’s behalf. For instance, KBRA analyst Christopher Whalen told Business
Insider in 2016 that “The problem with Deutsche Bank may be the end of Merkel’s career,” adding that
“The question is does she want to be remembered for doing the right thing — which is to provide
support for the bank and diffuse the situation — or does she want to be remembered for standing by
when one of the largest banks in Europe failed?”
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Jeffrey Epstein’s Links to Deutsche Bank
Jeffrey Epstein’s ties to Deutsche Bank go back decades, and potentially earlier. After working for Bear
Stearns earlier in his career and then as a so-called “financial bounty hunter” with ties to intelligence-
linked arms dealers and Wall Street, Epstein set up a Ponzi scheme with Steve Hoffenberg called Tower
Financial, which collapsed in 1993 and subsequently landed Hoffenberg 20 years in prison. Epstein’s
name, despite being a clear co-conspiractor, was suspiciously dropped from the case during the trial.
Hoffenberg subsequently alleged that Epstein used his ill-gotten gains from Tower Financial alongside a
series of suspect loans from Deutsche Bank to create his investment company.

Hoffenberg subsequently told The Observer the following:

“His lead bank is Deutsche Bank, Germany, that runs the lead on his financial trust company. They run
the platform in the trading of the currencies for Epstein and with Epstein. He’s never disclosed to the
investors that provide the money to Deutsche Bank his true legacy, that’s securities fraud.”

Following that point, Epstein’s financial activities, aside from his Deutsche Bank-enabled investment
vehicle, were publicly conducted through Bear Stearns (until its 2008 collapse) and J.P. Morgan. When
J.P. Morgan dropped Epstein as a client, he again turned to Deutsche Bank in 2013, becoming a client of
the bank’s private wealth division in New York. Anti-money laundering compliance officers at the bank’s
branches in New York and Florida subsequently flagged Epstein’s accounts in 2015, in 2016 and again in
2019, creating suspicious activity reports regarding the movements of large amounts of funds tied to
Epstein-linked accounts outside of the U.S. 

However, the bank did not fully terminate their relationship with Epstein until June 2019, just a few
weeks prior to his arrest last year. Epstein was believed to have dozens of accounts with the bank at one
point and those accounts were shut down slowly over a period of several months beginning in late 2018.

Ties that Bind
The narrative emerging that Den Hollander was motivated to kill Esther Salas’ husband and sons due to
his hatred of feminism is a rapid attempt to explain away a story that clearly warrants further
investigation, albeit into avenues that mainstream media and powerful individuals in the public and
private sectors prefer remain untouched.

As the heinous act targeting the Salas family has shown, individuals with a lot to lose are willing to go to
the farthest extremes to keep the ties of Epstein to the financial sector and to intelligence out of sight and
out of mind. Indeed, just last December, Epstein’s personal banker at Deutsche Bank, Thomas Bowers,
the chief of Deutsche Bank’s Private Wealth Management division in New York from 2012 to 2015, was
found dead in his home. His death was quickly ruled a suicide by hanging. Bowers had also signed off on
“unorthodox” loans, not just for Epstein, but Donald Trump, who has his own ties to the Epstein scandal.
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While some have been quick to point out that Trump (as well as his son-in-law Jared Kushner) could
stand to lose from potential revelations in the Epstein-Deutsche Bank trial, there are other key power-
brokers tied to both Epstein and Deutsche Bank who could also be feeling the heat. For instance, Lynn
Forester de Rothschild, who became close to Epstein in the early 1990s and subsequently connected him
to the Clinton White House and later to Alan Dershowitz, is intimately involved in the Deutsche Bank
Microfinance Consortium. 

Aside from Epstein’s use of the money, Deutsche Bank has been notorious for years as a cesspool
of money launderingfor organized crime networks, paying $14.5 billion in fines in just seven years for
official action taken against the bank by several governments. It is highly likely that the brutality of what
happened outside the Salas family home on Sunday is more related to Deutsche Bank than Epstein, as
numerous powerful individuals have ties to the embattled bank. 

Even the recent move by Attorney General William Barr to remove SDNY District Attorney Geoffrey
Berman from his post appears to be more related to Berman’s efforts to investigate Deutsche Bank than
the Epstein scandal, as some have alleged. This is because Barr’s new pick for Berman’s old job counts
Deutsche Bank among his former clients and notably defended the bank in a recent anti-money
laundering probe, whereas Berman was investigating the bank (albeit for political reasons that took aim at
the bank’s dealings with Trump). 

While Epstein’s egregious and criminal actions targeting minors have now become public knowledge, his
role in facilitating white collar crime, money laundering and financial frauds on behalf of corporations,
governments and oligarchs remains sorely under-covered, despite his role in such activities preceding and
continuing after his involvement in an intelligence-linked sexual blackmail operation. 

It arguably remains one of the key components of the Epstein scandal, yet the most poorly understood and
most under-investigated. If anything, the tragic events at the Salas family home on Sunday, and what
appears to be a rapid yet shoddy cover-up of the shooter’s ties to Kroll Associates and actual motives,
reveal that Epstein’s financial ties are more frightening to certain powerful individuals and institutions
than his trove of sexual blackmail.
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currently writes for The Last American Vagabond.

Sean says:
July 21, 2020 at 4:22 am

If you look at the killer’s website, he links a .DOC to his lawsuit against 20+ different domestic and
international entities that he says were involved in “white slavery.” This is a man who is linked, through Kroll,
to Deutsche Bank but it looks like he had a long history of litigating against those of the human trafficking
underworld who would have ties to Epstein. I wonder if, when it was decided that there needed to be a hit
against this judge, the person who looked through their rolodex of mentally ill potential patsies was tied to
Hollerand through Kroll or through the Russian mafia.
Reply

Spinky says:
July 21, 2020 at 4:22 am

So are there any leads that might link this financial and child trafficking ring to the Belgian ring
where so many witnesses were murdered? Maybe through a bank like Deutsche bank?
Reply

Django says:
July 21, 2020 at 6:05 am

Great work, Whitney. You’re giving us the stuff that doesn’t appear in the NY Time or WaPo.
Reply

Gary Long says:
July 21, 2020 at 6:07 am

Amazing work, Whitney.
Reply

Eliot Miranda says:
July 21, 2020 at 6:45 am

How was Hollander identified as the shooter?

Why would someone with a motive to kill Judge Salas abd the resources to dress as a FedEx delivery person not
also have the ability to state that they were delivering something that needed the signature of Judge Salas herself
and hence be able to kill her? Why instead kill her only son and critically wound her husband? Is the shooting
not more consistent with a brutal attempt to intimidate Judge Salas and coerce her actions in the trial?
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What does the autopsy report say about Hollander’s death? Are there grounds to doubt the official declaration of
suicide?
Reply

Pete says:
July 21, 2020 at 11:24 pm

Threat of death on myself wouldn’t be anywhere near as much a deterrent as threat of death to
my family. I’d happily die for my principles as a judge but knowing that my family is at risk might pull me in
line. It’s a warning to all judges not just Salas.
Reply

Al Sordi says:
July 23, 2020 at 12:32 pm

Exactly…. Hollander was “”Jack Rubied”. Which is why he botched the job. If he wanted to
really kill Salas, he would have entered the house looking for her.
Reply

MARCO says:
July 25, 2020 at 6:52 am

A patsy does not Jacob Rubenstein himself.
Reply

Bob says:
July 21, 2020 at 10:16 am

So who was the target? Obviously the shooter knew he was shooting a man. If he wanted to kill her
why did he not walk in the house and finish the job. Why leave one victim alive? It all seems very strange. From
what I read the son came to aid of the father after the shooting started and was shot and killed. Poor planning and
execution if the woman was the target. And then why did the shooter commit suicide? or was he murdered? A
lot more questions than answers.
Reply

0v1ru* says:
July 21, 2020 at 3:45 pm

Also worth noting in the news. Great work as always.

EXCLUSIVE: Ghislaine Maxwell paid $25K to fake news purveyor Jacob Wohl to ‘smear Epstein victims and
to get prosecutor Geoffrey Berman fired in attempt to stall sex trafficking investigation against her’
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8531293/Ghislaine-Maxwell-paid-25K-Jacob-Wohl-smear-victims-
AG-fired.html
Reply
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News Along says:
July 21, 2020 at 4:56 pm

Great article Whitney. The removing of SDNY District Attorney Geoffrey Berman has more to it…
Some of it has to deal with cryptocurrency. – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vk3IMOPHesk
Brock Pierce running for president and having ties to Epstein is interesting too.

Keep up the good work!
Reply

Torontonian says:
July 21, 2020 at 5:37 pm

Thanks for connecting the dots– fantastic work.
If the “fixers” are out that means people are getting close and the fixers (or who controls them) will get sloppy.
The intelligence links will be revealed.
Reply

jim bliss says:
July 21, 2020 at 6:47 pm

Wow, real journalism is so refreshing. Thanks
Reply

cj says:
July 21, 2020 at 8:18 pm

ties to the death of his boyfrien in california recently may be big in this investigation. and all of
these sdny and epstein and trump bank loans(duetche bank). another italian men’s rights lawyer killed in his
front yard.
Reply

Occams says:
July 21, 2020 at 7:28 pm

So my comment that those of us who know this stuff already knew this would come out …..doesn’t
get posted?

Thank you
Reply

Hayward James says:
July 21, 2020 at 8:31 pm

Whitney – Why are there no other comments? This is one of the most crucial (as in crux) stories
I’ve read all year. In one piece you have exposed Kroll’s role in the shooting, their ties to DB and Epstein, to
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Mossad and global spookland, and the same well-known oligarch cabal. You have cast doubt on Barr’s DA
shuffle of Berman, and the rationale for his new pick’s prior relationship with DB. As with Matt Taibbi, and only
a few others, you are focusing on the issues that matter and keeping us from being distracted with salacious
media distractions and gossip. That’s a real feat in today’s painful and crazy-making media landscape.
Reply

Augie says:
July 21, 2020 at 10:39 pm

Amazing & so quick — thank you for your consistent deep research. So frustrating reading the
misdirection away from the powerful at other sites like https://gothamist.com/news/mens-rights-lawyer-
suspected-fatal-shooting-judges-home-wrote-rape-fantasies-feminazi-controlled-media?
mc_cid=4963efa07e&mc_eid=48953a141a
Reply

Jimbobla says:
July 22, 2020 at 1:01 am

My guess, while the shooting was going down, old Roy boy was in the back of a van somewhere,
tied up, waiting to take one for the team. Atta boy, Roy. Case closed.
Reply

Al Sordi says:
July 23, 2020 at 12:35 pm

I was thinking he was Jack Rubied. But could have been as you say. Unless the Salas’ husband
can identify it was Hollander at the door.
Reply

july says:
July 22, 2020 at 3:33 am

I’ve read a little bit of his writing and it seems mostly normal. When talking about personal
experiences in Russia he shows a sense of humor and he is critical towards the 1% of America as well as the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The source of his anti feminism (which is comical) seems to be his failed
marriage with a gold digger and the trouble that ensued, there’s a whole novel about that on his website. So far, I
didn’t get the impression that he was violent.
Reply

Youri Smouter says:
July 22, 2020 at 11:35 am

Wow extraordinary muckraking as always Ms.Webb. once more saw the Rising cover this and no
mention of your amazing scoops once again. What’s the point of being the more rebellious/anti-establishment
wing of the media if your still going to engage in project censor? Anywho your work on Epstein is really
reminding me of a superb underrated film called “The International” with Clive Owen and Naomi Watts that
people should check out, like much of Costa Gavras films it it quite faithful to the historical truths and I really
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hope some brave documentarian does an entire series with Ms.Webb on all things Epstein, I’ve given up on even
left leaning media doing its role in covering this sage.
Reply

Lee Anderson says:
July 23, 2020 at 2:15 am

It figures Kroll and Associates are involved, as they were with 9/11 and the death of FBI
counterterrorism CZAR John O’Neil.
Evil bastards, CIA, the US military, intelligence agency, financial complex.
Reply

John says:
July 23, 2020 at 5:30 pm

Yes, it figures that Kroll is involved, and it also figures that the mysterious death of Judge Scalia
is involved some how too. It makes you wonder why they got rid of him…
Reply

Mark Anthony Taylor says:
July 23, 2020 at 10:26 am

Check out my pin @Shyreman on Twitter. You will see proof that Epstein blackmailed Parliament
into accepting Jes Staley for boss of Barclays. The FOIA response from Parliament shows MPs lied to the Daily
Mail to cover it up.
Reply

Al Sordi says:
July 23, 2020 at 12:29 pm

And the lead-in Title to all the MSM reporting on this Hollander is “ANTI-FEMINIST
LAWYER””. The entire MSM is spinning this away from what he really was : Mossad Operative, who was
“Jack Rubied” and forced to murder the lawyer, but botched the job.
Whitney is amazing !!!!
Reply

Johnny Walker Read says:
July 23, 2020 at 12:46 pm

A couple of interesting facts about the judge who survived the hit.
1)The judges first name was Esther:
Esther[a] is described in all versions[b] of the Book of Esther as the Jewish queen of a Persian king Ahasuerus.
[1] In the narrative, Ahasuerus seeks a new wife after his queen, Vashti, refuses to obey him, and Esther is
chosen for her beauty. The king’s chief adviser, Haman, is offended by Esther’s cousin and guardian, Mordecai,
and gets permission from the king to have all the Jews in the kingdom killed. Esther foils the plan, and wins
permission from the king for the Jews to kill their enemies, and they do so. Her story provides a traditional
background for Purim, which is celebrated on the date given in the story for when Haman’s order was to go into
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effect, which is the same day that the Jews killed their enemies after the plan was reversed.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esther

2)Her last name was a palindrome:
Why do we call them Mom and Dad? Because palindromes are powerful protection. The idea was that negative
spirits and entities and energies would get lost inside the letter chains, bound within them, repeating themselves
inside the trap, forever. Da releases the trapped energy, which is why it sounds so explosive when you say it.
Dad protects your father from negative energies, and Mom or Mum protects your mother. This was a way for
family to protect family, the neediest protecting the strongest so that the strongest could protect the neediest.
Mum or Dad is usually the first word a child speaks, thus strengthening the power.
Reply

Reyna says:
July 26, 2020 at 8:59 am

Hey, Whitney! Discovered you through Tim Dillon’s podcast. Brilliant work!
Reply

David Robertsoin says:
July 30, 2020 at 7:09 pm

The Jewish and/or Catholic connections in all the corruption, financial finagling and sex trafficking
are self evident. Even Esther Salas’ father was Jewish and her mother was Catholic. It reminds one of the
Godfather series of films and the discovery Michel Corleone makes that the organized crime goes all the away to
the very top of the Church. Jews and Catholics run organized crime and the governments. Evangelical Christians
are in thrall to Zionists.

I have my own understanding of the world and where we are headed but clearly religion has been the vehicle
used by the real criminal class to control the nations. Even Communism/Socialism, a Jewish invention, is a
materialist secular religion that sees the State rather than God as the omni-competent provider of security and
and sustenance.
Reply

jo6pac says:
June 24, 2021 at 7:48 pm

I get depressed when I read thaaaaaaaaaaaae articals here but the site is Most Read.

Thanks WW
Reply

SidVic says:
September 16, 2022 at 1:56 pm

I pre-ordered Whitney’s book prior to it being split into two volumes. Will Amazon send just vol.1?
Anyone know?
Reply
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